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**Abstract:** This collection contains the records of the Film and Video Center at the University of California, Irvine from 1996-2010. Included are calendars, programs, and flyers, program development files, budgets and financial summaries, press releases, directors' statements, mission statements, and correspondence. The Center ceased operations in 2010.
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**Access**
The collection has not been processed. It may contain restricted materials. Please contact the Department of Special Collections and Archives in advance to request access.
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**Scope and Contents**
This collection contains the records of the Film and Video Center at the University of California, Irvine from 1996-2010. Included are calendars, programs, and flyers, program development files, budgets and financial summaries, press releases, directors' statements, mission statements, and correspondence. The Center ceased operations in 2010.

---

**Series Scope and Content Summary**

**Box 1 1996-2010**

This box contains program files, FVC fliers and programs, correspondence, meeting notes, press releases, directors' statements and mission statements, project proposals, extension course materials, summary financial records, and budgets (circa 1996-2001).

---

**Box 2 1996-2010**

This box contains (circa 1995-2010) program files, UCI extension course materials, facilities files, correspondence, financial summaries, notes, Film and Video Center event calendars and programs (1997-2009), DVDs of Film and Video Center programs (2008 and undated), budget (2008), website printouts (2010).